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Abstract
Summary: The advent of high-throughput technologies has provided researchers with measurements of thousands
of molecular entities and enable the investigation of the internal regulatory apparatus of the cell. However, network
inference from high-throughput data is far from being a solved problem. While a plethora of different inference
methods have been proposed, they often lead to non-overlapping predictions, and many of them lack user-friendly
implementations to enable their broad utilization. Here, we present Consensus Interaction Network Inference
Service (COSIFER), a package and a companion web-based platform to infer molecular networks from expression
data using state-of-the-art consensus approaches. COSIFER includes a selection of state-of-the-art methodologies
for network inference and different consensus strategies to integrate the predictions of individual methods and generate robust networks.
Availability and implementation: COSIFER Python source code is available at https://github.com/
PhosphorylatedRabbits/cosifer. The web service is accessible at https://ibm.biz/cosifer-aas.
Contact: tte@zurich.ibm.com or dow@zurich.ibm.com or mrm@zurich.ibm.com
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction
The advent of high-throughput technologies has enabled the molecular determination of many cellular components, however, the inference of the gene regulatory networks that govern the internal
cellular machinery is still a long-standing challenge for which no single, best-performing method has been proposed. To understand the
advantages and limitations of different network inference
approaches, the Dialogue on Reverse Engineering Assessment and
Methods (DREAM) project assessed the performance of over 30 network inference methods (Marbach et al., 2012). One of the main
conclusions of the study is that no single method performs optimally
across all settings and datasets, but a high-confidence consensus network built by integrating predictions across distinct methods shows
robustness across species and datasets and achieves the best overall
performance. This finding has been called the Wisdom of the
Crowds for network inference.
Here, we introduce Consensus Interaction Network Inference
Service (COSIFER), a Python package with a companion web based
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platform, that provides a service for inferring gene interaction networks from molecular data. COSIFER integrates 10 different inference methods, chosen due to their performance, complementary
theoretical approaches and scientific acceptance. COSIFER (Fig. 1)
improves the user-friendly accessibility of existing inference methods
and provides three different consensus approaches inspired by the
Wisdom of the Crowds (Ahsen et al., 2019; Marbach et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2014).

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Selection of methods
COSIFER currently integrates 10 unsupervised inference methods.
Methods have been selected based on their inference performance,
as reported by previous studies (Iyer et al., 2017; Marbach et al.,
2012; Maetschke et al., 2014), as well as their distinct theoretical
approaches, which has been shown to be an important factor for robust performance of consensus networks (Dietterich, 2000). Thus
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2.3 COSIFER Python package

COSIFER comprises methods based on correlation, mutual information, regression, tree ensembles and functional v2 -test based methods. Supplementary Table S1 provides an overview of the methods
included in COSIFER. The theoretical approach as well as the default parameters used by every method are discussed in the
Supplementary Section S1.

2.2 Integration strategies
As previously discussed (Marbach et al., 2012), assuming that the
ranks of an individual edge predicted by different methods are independent, the central limit theorem of probability theory states that
the average rank distribution will approach a Gaussian distribution
whose variance shrinks with the number of integrated methods.
Hence, a consensus approach can approximate the true edge distribution given that a sufficient number of independent methods are
integrated.
COSIFER allows for single-method or consensus network inference. In practice, each method outputs a weighted adjacency matrix,
i.e. a real-valued matrix, where the elements indicate the strength of
an interaction. In the consensus inference mode, the matrices are
first scaled between 0 and 1 using min-max scaling to obtain comparable matrices across methods, and then integrated using one of
three possible consensus strategies. These strategies are: (i) the
Wisdom of the Crowds (WOC) (Marbach et al., 2012), where a consensus network is built by averaging the rank of the interactions predicted by each method and assigning a zero rank to those
interactions not predicted by a method; (ii) WOC (hard), a WOC
variant that also averages ranks, but only across the methods that
have predicted an interaction, i.e. no zeros are added to the average;
(iii) similarity Network Fusion (SNF) (Wang et al., 2014), an iterative method based on the use of a sparse kernel approximation of
the similarity matrices that represent the interactions and (iv)
SUMMA (Unsupervised Evaluation and Weighted Aggregation of
Ranked Predictions) (Ahsen et al., 2019), a novel unsupervised ensemble learning algorithm that estimates the AUROC (Area under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic) of each individual method
and assigns a weight to each method proportional to its estimated
performance. In all integration schemes, the reported final score is
the edge interaction score in the consensus network. All methods are
reported in the Supplementary Table S2.

2.4 COSIFER web GUI
COSIFER is available as a login-free service on IBM Cloud at
https://ibm.biz/cosifer-aas. COSIFER web application integrates
basic functionalities, such as data upload, data processing, inference
and choice of consensus method. For performance reasons, only
WOC, WOC (hard) and SUMMA are available on the web GUI.
The GUI also enables the selection of molecular entities and interactive network visualization using Bokeh (Bokeh Development
Team, 2018), see Supplementary Figure S1. A detailed description
of the application can be found in Supplementary Section S2, together with screenshots of the web interface in Supplementary
Figure S2. A full example on RNASeq data from TCGA BRCA is
reported in Supplementary Section S2.2.

3 Discussion
Although many methods for network inference have been proposed,
no method systematically outperforms all others in terms of robustness and reconstruction accuracy across heterogeneous datasets. We
have presented here COSIFER, a Python package with a companion
web service GUI, that uses the collective knowledge gathered by a
community of complementary inference approaches to generate
more robust and stable predictions. COSIFER integrates 10 network
inference methods, selected for their reported superior performance
as well as their diverse theoretical foundations, and implements 4
different consensus strategies, including the Wisdom of the Crowds
(Marbach et al., 2012) (WOC), the WOC hard, Similarity Network
Fusion (Wang et al., 2014) (SNF) and the more recently published
method SUMMA, which exploits a weighted rank aggregation approach (Ahsen et al., 2019).
Robust network inference is crucial to improve our understanding of healthy and diseased molecular mechanisms. The networks
can be independently analysed or used as prior information for
downstream analyses either in the case of bulk data (Manica et al.,
2019b) or in more modern data types such as single cell data
(Skinnider et al., 2019). However, in the absence of known ground
truth, the best inference method for each dataset and task cannot be
selected with provable guarantees of optimal performance.
COSIFER alleviates this challenge by enabling the inference of consensus networks that are guaranteed at least closely matche (and
sometimes surpass) the performance of the best method.
Furthermore, COSIFER consensus strategies can also be used to
combine networks inferred from multi-modal sources, e.g. networks
inferred from context-specific scientific publications (Manica et al.,
2019a) or databases, resulting in the prediction of higher confidence
interactions.
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Fig. 1. COSIFER workflow. COSIFER implements 10 different unsupervised network inference methods and three integration strategies to produce a high-confidence consensus network. In addition, COSIFER implements several utilities to
preprocess data including: on-the-fly decompression based on file extension, data
standardization, mean imputation (imputation of missing values using the mean of
the measured data) and the possibility of inferring pathway-specific networks if the
user provides a .gmt file. A user can select different preprocessing approaches, inference methods and consensus strategy to process expression data, and COSIFER
returns pairwise interaction networks between the measured molecular entities. The
resulting consensus network and single-method inferred networks are stored as edge
lists in gzipped.csv format. The edge list is composed by triplets, listing the interacting entities and the interaction intensity, which is a real value 2 ½0; 1 associated
with the strength of the predicted interaction. No threshold is applied to the output

COSIFER is available as a Python package, distributed under the MIT
license, on GitHub at https://github.com/PhosphorylatedRabbits/cosi
fer. The Python module implements utilities, functions and classes to
handle expression data for network inference and consensus network
prediction. Its object-oriented nature permits seamless inclusion of additional methods. During setup, it will install a script (cosifer) to run the
full COSIFER pipeline from the command line. The cosifer script
accepts as input a character-separated file (e.g. .csv, .tsv, etc.) containing expression data, and creates an output folder where the inference
results, single-method and consensus, are stored as an edge list in compressed.csv format [compatible with most popular software tools, e.g.
Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003), NetworkX (Hagberg et al., 2008)].
A user can: enable/disable data standardization with a flag; specify
whether samples are on column or rows; provide a selection of inference methods to run as well as the consensus method of choice; and optionally, provide a .gmt file to perform inference on all the gene sets
listed in it. For more details on COSIFER module and the script usage,
a user can consult the documentation available in the Supplementary
Material S1 or online at this link. In addition, a tutorial describing an
application of COSIFER to breast cancer, both in the case of proteomic
and transcriptomic data, is available in the Supplementary Material S2
or on GitHub at the following link.
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